SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION
for which there is a considerable amount of experimental
evidence, that the reaction of a neurone is an " all-or-none "
reaction, so that it either goes off for all it is worth, or not
at all.
But this difficulty, which is perhaps of my own making
and possibly would not have occurred to my reader, is not
necessarily insurmountable, though I think it is serious.
It arises mainly from thinking of the neurones which act
in a chain-instinct, or in a chain-habit, as lying end to end,
like the different sections of the telegraph wire from London
to Edinburgh. Then, indeed, it would be difficult to see
how, a message being started at London, any instructions
to get ready for it could get ahead of the message itself.
But if we think of a complex of neurones, instead of a linear
chain, then it becomes easier. We might, for example,
think of action to be taken by persons in different towns
in succession. The individuals in Norwich might well be
warned and assembled in their proper places ready for
action, and the telegraph operators concerned with com-
munication between London and Norwich might be warned
to be in their places, ready for the completion of some
action at Plymouth which was to give the cue to Norwich.
In such a way are revolutions, or campaigns, or business
operations planned, without any need to use any quicker
method of communication than the telegraph itself.
But can, then, a neurone carry different messages, as a
telegraph wire can ? No, almost certainly not. The
analogy with a telegraph or telephone system breaks down
at this point. Instead of the different messages which one
telegraph wire can carry, we have in the neurone system
different combinations of neurones acting together. It is
as though each subscriber to the telephone exchange could
ring up but couldn't speak. When the subscriber owning
a telephone rings up, the telephone girl at the central
exchange sees a little lamp glow at his number on the
switchboard, asks him what number he wants, and connects
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